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Abstract
In the seminal paper on optimal execution of portfolio transactions, Almgren and Chriss (2001)
define the optimal trading strategy to liquidate a fixed volume of a single security under price
uncertainty. Yet there exist situations, such as in the power market, in which the volume to be
traded can only be estimated and becomes more accurate when approaching a specified delivery
time. In this paper, we develop a model that accounts for volume uncertainty and we show that a
risk-averse trader has benefit in delaying their trades. More precisely, we argue that the optimal
strategy is a trade-off between early and late trades in order to balance risk associated with both
price and volume. By incorporating a risk term related to the volume to trade, the static optimal
strategies suggested by our model avoid the explosion in the algorithmic complexity usually
associated with dynamic programming solutions, all the while yielding competitive performance.
1 Introduction
The optimal execution problem refers to the problem of finding the best trading strategy in order
to ensure the transition from one portfolio to another within an allocated period of time. A trading
strategy consists of buy and sell orders exchanged on the dedicated market. This problem of optimal
execution is germane to markets where liquidity is insufficient. Indeed, in insufficiently liquid markets,
price dynamics are sensitive to large trades. Hence, a rational trader should take into consideration
the impact of their own trades, which is assumed adverse to their trading position in the sense that
it increases their trading cost. In their seminal paper on optimal execution, Almgren and Chriss
(2001) assumed that the impact of the trades on the price dynamics is divided in a temporary and a
permanent impact. The temporary component refers to the price shift due to the lack of resilience of
the limit orders in the book, and only affects the price of the trading period on which the trades occur.
The permanent impact, on the other hand, refers to the shift of the market prices in future trading
periods due to the temporary exhaustion of the market order book. Overall, the optimal execution
model proposed by Almgren and Chriss (2001) captures both the inherent random evolution of the
prices as well as the effect of trades on the price dynamics.
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In this paper, the trading cost of an execution strategy refers, by abuse of language, to what
is commonly called the liquidation cost or the implementation shortfall. This corresponds to the
difference between the trading cost incurred at the end of the execution period by following the
trading strategy with the trading cost ideally obtained in an infinitely liquid market where the entire
position is traded at the start of the execution period. The liquidation cost therefore compares
effective trading cost to the one incurred in a hypothetical market in which trades have no impact
on the price dynamics.
In Almgren and Chriss (2001), the authors proposed to apply the return-risk trade-off defined by
Markowitz (1952) for portfolios hedging to the optimal order execution problem previously stated in
Bertsimas and Lo (1998), which exclusively focuses on the minimisation of the trading cost expected
value. By adopting Markowitz’ mean-variance trade-off, Almgren and Chriss added the missing
nuance of risk into Bertsimas and Lo’s model. Under uncertain price moves, Almgren and Chriss
(2001) show that the optimal trading strategy for a risk-averse trader desiring to minimise the
mean-variance trade-off of their trading cost is to split their position into smaller orders, which are
executed over the course of the entire execution period. The more risk-averse the trader, the earlier
the acquisition of the desired position in order to avoid the risk associated with the price dynamics.
Almgren and Chriss’ model is still widely used in the hedge fund and in the algorithmic trading
industry.
The strategies derived with Almgren and Chriss’ model are static: if a trader recomputes the op-
timal strategy mid-course, the future trading plan remains unchanged since future price fluctuations
are assumed independent of the past realisations. Various adaptations and derived models have been
formulated on the basis of this model. Almgren and Lorenz (2007) prove that, due to the dynamic
inconsistency of the variance measure, significant improvements are obtained if a trader defines as
part of their strategy a mid-course updating rule. Indeed, when a trader is assumed to know that
recourse is tolerated mid-course, fixed trading strategies no longer hold up but must be updated.
These optimal strategies introduced by Almgren and Lorenz (2007) are “aggressive-in-the-money”
(AIM) in the sense of Kissell and Malamut (2005): the trading execution is accelerated in the case of
favorable prices, and slowed down during periods of adverse price movements. Lorenz and Almgren
(2011) extend these results in the case of continuous strategy updates. The idea behind an AIM
strategy is to take advantage of the non-correlation of the price movements at each period and the
expected future cost of the trading strategy.
Similarly to the condition of non-arbitrage opportunities in derivatives pricing models, Almgren and Chriss’
model assume some regulatory properties in order to have a viable market. Huberman and Stanzl
(2004) provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a market to be free of price manipulations,
i.e. there exists no strategy such that the initial and final position are equal and such that the trading
cost expectation is strictly negative. Similar conditions have since been proposed for the continuous
formulation of Almgren and Chriss’ model by Gatheral and Schied (2012). They have also provided
conditions to certify the absence of a larger range of market manipulations: transaction-triggered
price manipulations and negative expected liquidation costs (Gatheral and Schied, 2012, Definitions
2 and 3). Namely, we show in the following paper that these conditions allow for a unique solution
to the optimal trading problem.
Gatheral and Schied (2011) also investigate how the optimal trading strategy defined in Almgren and Chriss’
framework would be affected if the unaffected price process were a geometric Brownian motion
(GBM) rather than, as assumed by Almgren and Chriss, an arithmetic Brownian motion (ABM).
Based on the time-averaged value-at-risk risk measure, which is time consistent (Riedel, 2004),
Gatheral and Schied (2011) confirm analytically the numerical results of Forsyth et al. (2012): solv-
ing the optimal execution problem under the ABM assumption is not very suboptimal when the actual
price process is a GBM. In a more complex model, Almgren and Chriss (2001); Lorenz and Schied
(2013); Schied (2013) consider a drift in the price dynamics and discuss its impact on the optimal
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trading strategy. Because the variance penalises both the advantageous and adverse trading cost
outcomes without any distinction, other risk measures have been used in the literature, such as the
expected utility (Schied and Schöneborn, 2009; Schöneborn, 2016), or the Conditional Value-at-Risk
(CVaR) (Butenko et al., 2005; Feng et al., 2012; Krokhmal and Uryasev, 2007).
In previous work, we note that the total volume of securities to be traded is a fixed and determin-
istic parameter. However, in this paper, we consider an uncertain volume and assume that a trader
disposes of a volume estimate that varies throughout the course of execution. As a consequence, a
trader must define their trading strategy based on forecasts of the total volume to be traded. This
situation is frequently encountered in practice. For example, in the course of a trading day, shares
in a mutual fund may be traded in the secondary market in which the fund manager participates
to provide liquidity. This avoids substantial deviations of the fund’s market valuation from the
mark-to-market value of the fund’s holdings. At the end of the day, this creates an imbalance of an
not yet known volume of shares to remit or create, which generates a need to trade in the position
of the portfolio itself. The methodology presented in this paper would allow the fund manager to
execute these trades during the current trading day itself, rather than delay these to the next trading
day, which would increase the liquidity of the mutual fund for its investors. Another example is the
clearing of power futures markets, which has to result in an outstanding volume close to the realised
demand in every given delivery period, as the spot market has limited liquidity due to the physical
constraints of the power plants used for generation. For these actors, it is of primary importance to
have an execution program that considers the risk associated with both the volume uncertainty and
the price dynamics.
To our knowledge, no previous model considers these two sources of uncertainty. A related article
is Cheng et al. (2017), where the authors investigate the optimal strategy with uncertain order fills,
i.e. the risk for an order to be filled either incompletely or in excess. In significant contrast to our
situation, in their setting, the magnitude of this additional uncertainty is assumed to be proportional
to the order size. In our case, the uncertainty is independent of the trader’s decisions: at the end
of every trading period, the forecast of the total demand is updated based exclusively on extraneous
variables. As a consequence, our model assumes that both sources of uncertainty, i.e. the price
dynamics and the forecast updates of the total demand, are inherent to the market and independent
of the trader’s trading strategy.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we propose a model that incorporates
the trade volume uncertainty in the CVaR equivalent of Almgren and Chriss’ model. We prove
that, under this framework, the optimisation problem admits a unique solution. Furthermore, the
convexity of this problem is certified by a necessary condition of market viability, ensuring the absence
of price manipulations. Section 3 provides numerical evidence that our model achieves significantly
better mean-CVaR trade-offs then when volume uncertainty is neglected. Section 4 comments the
model proposed in Section 2 and proposes avenues for further research on this subject. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.
3
2 Model
In order to fit with the framework described in the introductory examples, we formulate the op-
timal execution problem from the point of view of a trader who desires to acquire their position
within a fixed time horizon; this is the reciprocal situation from the liquidation problem described
in Almgren and Chriss (2001).
2.1 Optimal execution under price uncertainty
We use the following notation: dT is the total volume to be traded by time T over m execution
periods, S0 is the initial security price, and τi is the length of the trading period between the two
consecutive discrete decision times ti−1 and ti; by abuse of language we also use τi in the sense
of the i-th trading period. Like Almgren and Chriss (2001), we consider that the price dynamics
follows an arithmetic random walk, where ξi is the increment related to trading period τi. Finally,
if, additionally to these assumptions, the market temporary and permanent impacts induced by the
trades are inserted in the price dynamics, we obtain that the prices evolve as follows for ti = 1, . . . , m:
Si =Si−1 + τ
1/2
i ξi + τig
(
ni
τi
)
, (1a)
S˜i =Si−1 + h
(
ni
τi
)
, (1b)
where Si is the security price at decision time ti, ni is the volume of securities bought (negative
if sold) during trading period τi, S˜i is the effective security price for the trades executed during
trading period τi, ξi are assumed to be independent continuous random variables, and where g and h
respectively model the permanent and temporary price impact as a function of the average trading
rate over the trading interval. The liquidation cost is then a random variable given by (2), here
formulated from a buyer’s perspective:
C(n) : =
m∑
i=1
niS˜i − dTS0
=
m∑
i=1
(
τ
1/2
i ξi + τig
(
ni
τi
))(
dT −
i∑
k=1
nk
)
+
m∑
i=1
nih
(
ni
τi
)
. (2)
Given the mean-variance framework of Markowitz (1952) and given a risk-aversion parametrised
by λ, Almgren and Chriss’ optimal trading strategy is obtained by solving the following optimisation
problem:
minimise
n = [n1, . . . , nm]
T
E [C(n)] + λV [C(n)] (3a)
subject to 1Tn = dT (3b)
where n is the vector of the trade volumes ni of period τi, and where 1 is a vector of 1s, i.e. [1, . . . , 1]
T.
Gatheral and Schied (2012, Corollary 1) proved that the continuous formulation of Almgren and Chriss’
model is free of price manipulations, which is tantamount to the market viability, if the following
conditions are satisfied: (i) g is a linear nondecreasing function, i.e. g(v) = γv with γ ≥ 0, and
(ii) the function f : x 7→ xh(x) is convex. These conditions are empirically observed as shown in
Almgren et al. (2005). In the discrete formulation of Almgren and Chriss (2001), to have a viable
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market, Huberman and Stanzl (2004, Proposition 2) provide, additionally to the linearity of func-
tion g, the following necessary condition which has been adapted to our price model (Equations (1a)
and (1b)):
h
(
q
τi
)
− h
(
−q
τj
)
R γq, for q R 0 and ∀i 6= j, (4)
where q is the volume traded during trading periods τi and τj ; an interpretation of this condition is
provided later on. In their paper, Almgren and Chriss (2001) assume linear permanent and tempo-
rary impact functions. We make similar assumptions for our model, however we allow for the liquidity
parameters of the temporary impact, i.e. ǫ and η, to vary from one trading period to another. Hence,
for trading period τi we note the permanent and temporary impact functions g and hi as follows
g(v) =γv, (5a)
hi(v) =ǫi sign (v) + ηiv, (5b)
where v is the average trading rate over the trading interval. This choice of functions is relevant in
that parameters ǫi and ηi might be considered as the fixed and variable costs of trading. A reasonable
estimate for ǫi is the sum of half the bid-ask spread and the trading fees (Almgren and Chriss, 2001).
The parameter ηi can be interpreted as the gradient of a linear model for the volumes of orders in
the limit order book as a function of the deviation from the best limit order. As a consequence of
the temporary impact, any market participant incurs an additional cost of
nhi
(
n
τi
)
= ǫi |n|+
ηin
2
τi
, (6)
for trading n units of the security during the trading period τi.
2.2 Optimal execution under price and volume uncertainty
In the case where dT , the total volume to be traded by time T , only becomes fully deterministically
known during the execution period, Optimisation Problem (3) must be adapted in order to ensure
that the trader acquires the right number of units of the security. For this to happen, we make the
assumption that the total demand is perfectly known at the start of the last trading period τm.
In this paper, we consider that the uncertainty associated with to the total volume to be traded
is defined as follows: for a given delivery time T , let Di be the forecast at time ti of the total volume
to be traded by time tm = T ,
Di : =E(dT | Fi), (7)
where (Fi)mi=1 is the filtration of sigma algebras that represent the information available at time ti.
Let us assume that two successive forecasts differ by a continuous random variable δi for i < m. At
decision time tm−1, the total demand is assumed to be perfectly known. Hence, the forecasts of dT
evolve as follows over course the entire execution period:Di = Di−1 + δi, if i = 1, . . . , m− 1Dm = Dm−1, (8)
where Dm = dT , the total volume to be traded by time T .
Obviously, in the presence of volume uncertainty, Constraint (3b) of Optimisation Problem (3)
cannot be enforced since only a rough estimate, i.e. D0, of the total volume to be traded is known
at time t0. Nonetheless, the model of Almgren and Chriss (2001) may be useful as a planning tool
when deployed in conjunction with a systematic recourse whenever a demand forecast update becomes
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available. A trader would then, at each trading period, recompute and update their strategy based on
the newest available demand forecast. The main flaw in the approach of Almgren and Chriss is that a
trader is unable to define a static strategy at time t0 that ensures the satisfaction of Constraint (3b).
Indeed, the volumes to be traded at each trading period must constantly be updated. To get around
this issue, we subsequently propose a new way of defining a trader’s strategy and of estimating the
total trading cost. Furthermore, to avoid an explosion in the algorithmic complexity of numerical
evaluations of the model, we want to avoid approaches based on dynamic programming and focus on
models that account for the impact of recourse actions via the incorporation of a risk term.
First, unlike Almgren and Chriss (2001) who define a trader’s strategy as the volumes to be
traded in each trading period, we define a trader’s strategy as the proportion yi of the total demand
dT to acquire over the course of each trading period τi. Naturally, the following constraint must hold
to enforce the distribution of the entire demand over all the trading periods:
m∑
i=1
yi = 1. (9)
As a consequence, in the ideal situation where the total demand dT is perfectly predictable, a trader
would acquire yidT units of the security during trading period τi. Obviously, this definition must be
adapted in the situation where dT is uncertain as a trader should take recourse in order to satisfy
Constraint (3b). As a starting point, we assume that a trader respects their initial strategy by
trading during each trading period τi the planned proportion yi of Di−1, i.e. the best estimate of
the total demand dT available. This solves only partially the problem engendered by the forecast
updates, since past decisions cannot be modified a posteriori, which means that
∑m
i=1 yiDi−1 6= dT .
Indeed, if we denote by δk the forecast update known at the decision time tk, then the forecast
error related to δk due to the past decisions amounts to δ
ε
k : = δk
∑k
r=1 yr. This corresponds to the
additional volume, which may be positive or negative, that needs to be traded over the remaining
trading periods. We predicate that when an update on the demand forecast occurs, the trader adjusts
their strategy by redistributing the forecast error over the remaining trading periods according to
a fixed distribution independent of the decision variables. Considering these corrections upfront
allows to partially account for future recourse actions without having to compute a costly dynamic
programming simulation. In our approach we redistribute this additional volume over the future
trading periods according to fixed proportions. We treat these fixed proportions as model parameters
and leave the learning of optimal parameter values to future work. Let βk,i denote the proportion of
the forecast error δεk to correct for at trading period τi. Evidently, βk,i = 0 if i ≤ k and
∑m
i=k+1 βk,i = 1
for all k < m.
With these considerations, a trader’s trading cost related to a strategy y, which is equal to the
difference between (i) the trading cost incurred at the end of the execution period by following the
initial trading strategy under the consideration of the rough model on their recourse determined by
the parameters [βk,i]k,i=1,...,m with (ii) the trading cost ideally obtained in an infinitely liquid market
where the entire position dT is traded at the start of the execution period, is the following random
variable:
C(y) =
m∑
i=1
[(
τ
1/2
i ξi + τig
(
ni(y)
τi
))(
D0 +
m∑
k=1
δk −
i∑
k=1
nk(y)
)]
+
m∑
i=1
ni(y)hi
(
ni(y)
τi
)
, (10)
where y = [y1, . . . , ym]
T, and ni(y) is a random variable representing the volume to be traded during
trading period τi:
ni(y) = yiDi−1 +
i−1∑
k=1
(
βk,iδk
k∑
r=1
yr
)
= yiD0 +
i−1∑
k=1
δk
(
yi + βk,i
k∑
r=1
yr
)
. (11)
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The volume ni(y) to trade at trading period τi is composed of (i) the proportion yi of the best
demand estimate Di−1, and (ii) the position adjustments related to the previous demand forecast
updates. We now have that if ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m], ni(y) is defined as in (11), then 1Tn(y) = dT , where
n(y) : = [n1(y), . . . , nm(y)]
T. From (11), we observe that, given any outcome ω of the sample space Ω
and thus any realisation of the forecast updates, i.e. δ(ω) : = [δ1(ω), . . . , δm(ω)]
T, the realisation of the
volumes to trade n(y;ω) : = [(n1(y))(ω), . . . , (nm(y))(ω)]
T can be expressed as a linear combination
of the decision variables y. Formally this mean that ∀ω ∈ Ω, one can find a lower triangular matrix
L(ω) such that
n(y;ω) = L(ω)y. (12)
Moreover, if D0 6= 0, L(ω) is non-singular as all elements on the diagonal are different from zero,
i.e. ∀i : Lii(ω) = D0. In the rest of the paper, C(y ;ω) is shorthand for (C(y))(ω).
Finally, we consider that if a trader is guaranteed to not pay excessive prices in adverse times,
the variance of their trading cost is not of foremost importance. We thus consider that a risk-averse
trader is more interested in minimising their expected trading cost conditional to a quantile of worst
case scenarios rather than minimising the variance of their trading cost over all scenarios. As a
consequence, similarly to Butenko et al. (2005); Feng et al. (2012); Krokhmal and Uryasev (2007);
Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000), we decided to quantify the risk of a trader’s strategy with the CVaR
risk measure:
CVaRα[C(y)] =
1
βy
∫
Ωy
C(y ;ω) dP(ω), (13)
where βy = P [C(y) ≥ VaRα[C(y)]], Ωy = {ω ∈ Ω : C(y ;ω) ≥ VaRα[C(y)]}, C(y ;ω) denotes the
trading cost of executing strategy y given the outcome ω, and
VaRα[C(y)] = min
{
γ ∈ R |FC(y)(γ) ≥ 1− α
}
, (14)
where
FC(y)(γ) = P [C(y) ≤ γ] (15)
is the cumulative distribution function of C(y). The Conditional Value-at-Risk, i.e. CVaR, is a
coherent risk measure (Artzner et al., 1999) that focuses on the extreme costs and can be interpreted
as the expectation of the costs conditional on them exceeding the threshold VaRα[C(y)]. Given a
risk-aversion parameter λ ≥ 0, a trader thus tries to minimise the mean-CVaR trade-off of the total
trading cost:
minimise
y = [y1, . . . , ym]
T
E [C(y)] + λ CVaRα[C(y)] (16a)
subject to 1Ty = 1. (16b)
Note that in Optimisation Problem (16), a trader’s recourse is estimated upfront rather than being
simulated via dynamic programming to avoid the curse of dimensionality that plagues stochastic
optimisation. Nevertheless, in contrast to Almgren and Chriss’ model, Model (16) is well-defined
since it adapts to the total demand variability and is thus guaranteed to satisfy the constraint that
the total traded volume equals dT .
Analogously to Almgren and Chriss’ model, we can prove that the objective function of Opti-
misation Problem (16) is convex on its feasible set Y : =
{
y ∈ Rm | 1Ty = 1
}
. The convexity of the
objective function on Y for any positive value of λ is equivalent to the simultaneous convexity of
both functions f1 : R
m → R;y 7→ E [C(y)] and f2 : R
m → R;y 7→ CVaRα[C(y)] on Y .
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Lemma 2.1
If the permanent and temporary impact functions are given by (5a)-(5b), and if ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] :
ηi >
1
2
γτi, then function f1 : R
m → R;y 7→ E [C(y)] is strictly convex on Y .
Proof. By definition, we have E [C(y)] =
∫
Ω C(y ;ω) dP(ω). Hence, if for any outcome ω ∈ Ω,
function C( · ;ω) : Rm → R;y 7→ C(y ;ω) is strictly convex in y, then the result of Lemma 2.1
holds as the expectation of C(y) can be seen as a positive weighted sum of the C(y ;ω). Given (10),
C(y ;ω) is written as follows:
C(y ;ω) =
m∑
i=1
[(
τ
1/2
i ξi(ω) + τig
(
ni(y;ω)
τi
))(
D0 +
m∑
k=1
δk(ω)−
i∑
k=1
nk(y;ω)
)]
+
m∑
i=1
ni(y;ω)hi
(
ni(y;ω)
τi
)
. (17)
Since for any ω ∈ Ω, there exists a linear transformation between y and n(y;ω) as shown in (12),
proving the convexity of C( · ;ω) in y is equivalent to proving the convexity of C˜( · ;ω) in n(y;ω)
(Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004), where, using (5a)-(5b), C˜( · ;ω) is given by
C˜(n(y;ω) ;ω) =
m∑
i=1
[(
τ
1/2
i ξi(ω) + γni(y;ω)
)(
D0 +
m∑
k=1
δk(ω)−
i∑
k=1
nk(y;ω)
)]
+
m∑
i=1
ǫi |ni(y;ω)|+
ηin
2
i (y;ω)
τi
=
m∑
i=1
τ
1/2
i ξi(ω)
(
D0 +
m∑
k=1
δk(ω)−
i∑
k=1
nk(y;ω)
)
+ γ
(
D0 +
m∑
k=1
δk(ω)
)2
+
m∑
i=1
ǫi |ni(y;ω)|
− γ
m∑
i=1
ni(y;ω)
(
i∑
k=1
nk(y;ω)
)
+
m∑
i=1
ηin
2
i (y;ω)
τi
, (18)
by noticing that
∑m
i=1 ni(y;ω) = D0 +
∑m
k=1 δk(ω). It is straightforward that the first three
terms of (18) are convex in n(y;ω), the last two can be combined in a similar manner as in
Almgren and Chriss (2001): let ai(y;ω) be shorthand for
∑i
k=1 nk(y;ω), then
γ
m∑
i=1
ni(y;ω)
(
i∑
k=1
nk(y;ω)
)
= γ
m∑
i=1
ni(y;ω)ai(y;ω) = γ
m∑
i=1
(ai(y;ω)− ai−1(y;ω)) ai(y;ω)
=
γ
2
m∑
i=1
a2i (y;ω)− a
2
i−1(y;ω) + (ai(y;ω)− ai−1(y;ω))
2
=
γ
2
(D0 + m∑
k=1
δk(ω)
)2
+
m∑
i=1
n2i (y;ω)
 .
As a consequence, we have the following equality:
C˜(n(y;ω) ;ω) =
m∑
i=1
τ
1/2
i ξi(ω)
(
D0 +
m∑
k=1
δk(ω)−
i∑
k=1
nk(y;ω)
)
+
γ
2
(
D0 +
m∑
k=1
δk(ω)
)2
+
m∑
i=1
ǫi |ni(y;ω)| +
m∑
i=1
(
ηi
τi
−
γ
2
)
n2i (y;ω), (19)
which is strictly convex if ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : ηi >
1
2
γτi ; this terminates the proof. 
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Lemma 2.2
If the permanent and temporary impact functions are given by (5a)-(5b), and if ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] :
ηi >
1
2
γτi, then function f2 : R
m → R;y 7→ CVaRα[C(y)] is a strictly convex function on Y .
Proof. Like Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000), we have assumed that the distribution functions of
the random variables representing the prices moves and forecast updates are continuous. Hence,
based on the cost model (10), we can prove that, for any y, the cumulative distribution function of
the trading cost FC(y) is a nondecreasing continuous function with respect to γ. As a consequence,
we have that βy = α. ∀y1,y2 ∈ Y and ∀θ ∈]0, 1[ such that x = θy1 + (1− θ)y2, we have that
CVaRα[C(x)] =
1
α
∫
Ωx
C(x ;ω) dP(ω).
However, we have proved in Lemma 2.1 that function C( · ;ω) is strictly convex for all ω ∈ Ω,
hence
CVaRα[C(x)] <
1
α
∫
Ωx
θ C(y1 ;ω) + (1− θ) C(y2 ;ω) dP(ω)
=
θ
α
∫
Ωx
C(y1 ;ω) dP(ω) +
1− θ
α
∫
Ωx
C(y2 ;ω) dP(ω).
Then, since
1
α
∫
Ωx
C(yi ;ω) dP(ω) =
1
α
∫
Ωx∩Ωyi
C(yi ;ω) dP(ω) +
1
α
∫
Ωx∩Ωcyi
C(yi ;ω) dP(ω),
CVaRα[C(yi)] =
1
α
∫
Ωx∩Ωyi
C(yi ;ω) dP(ω) +
1
α
∫
Ωc
x
∩Ωyi
C(yi ;ω) dP(ω),
and, since ∀ω ∈ Ωc
yi
: C(yi ;ω) < VaRα[C(yi)], ∀ω ∈ Ωyi : C(yi ;ω) ≥ VaRα[C(yi)], and
P [Ωc
x
∩ Ωyi ] = P
[
Ωx ∩ Ωcyi
]
because P [Ωx] = P [Ωyi ] = α and hence P [Ωx ∩ Ωyi ] +P [Ω
c
x
∩ Ωyi ] =
P [Ωx ∩ Ωyi ] + P
[
Ωx ∩ Ωcyi
]
, we obtain
CVaRα[C(x)] < θ CVaRα[C(y1)] + (1− θ) CVaRα[C(y2)],
which proves the strict convexity of CVaRα. 
Theorem 2.3
If the permanent and temporary impact functions are given by (5a)-(5b), if λ ≥ 0, and if
∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : ηi >
1
2
γτi, then the objective function of Optimisation Problem (16) is strictly
convex on its feasible set Y .
Proof. The proof is straightforward based on Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
Similarly to Almgren and Chriss’ model (3), the convexity and the non-emptiness of the feasible
set Y and Theorem 2.3 imply, under the conditions that λ ≥ 0 and that ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : ηi >
1
2
γτi,
the existence and uniqueness of an optimal execution strategy under the model defined in (16) when
considering the permanent and temporary impact functions as defined in (5a)-(5b).
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Remark 2.4
More broadly, Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 still hold if the CVaR risk measure is replaced by any
other coherent risk measure. Indeed, if ̺ : Rm → R;y 7→ ̺ [C(y)] denotes a coherent risk measure
as defined in Artzner et al. (1999), i.e. a function that satisfies the properties of monotonicity,
subadditivity, homogeneity, and translational invariance, then it has a dual representation given
by
̺ [C(y)] = sup
µ∈D
E
µ [C(y)] , (20)
where D is a convex subset of probability measures on Ω. As a consequence, by combining
Lemma 2.1 with the fact that a function defined as the pointwise supremum of (strictly) convex
functions is (strictly) convex (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004), we have that Theorem 2.3 holds if
a trader evaluates their risk with any coherent risk measure. This implies that, for any coherent
risk measure, the optimal trading strategy under price and volume uncertainty is uniquely defined.
2.2.1 Convexity condition and market viability necessary condition
In this section, we show that the necessary condition to have the convexity of Optimisation Prob-
lem (16), i.e. ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : ηi >
1
2
γτi, is consistent with the necessary condition of Huberman and Stanzl
(2004) to have a viable market. Indeed, based on the assumptions made on the permanent and tem-
porary impact functions, i.e. Equations (5a) and (5b), Condition (4) becomes(
ǫi sign
(
q
τi
)
− ǫj sign
(
−q
τj
))
+ q
(
ηi
τi
+
ηj
τj
)
R γq, for q R 0 and ∀i 6= j, (21)
which, since ∀k : ǫk ≥ 0, is equivalent to the following condition:(
ηi
τi
+
ηj
τj
)
> γ, ∀i 6= j. (22)
Condition (21) intuitively means that the temporary cost incurred by buying and reselling any
same amount q of shares on different trading periods should always be greater than the cost saving
opportunity engendered by the price shift caused by the permanent impact.
We show in Lemma 2.7 that if the market is free of price manipulation, which is defined in
Definition 2.6, then a slightly more restrictive condition than Condition (22) holds.
Definition 2.5: Round-trip strategy
A round-trip strategy n is a strategy where the sum of all the trades executed during the execution
period equates to zero, i.e. 1Tn = 0.
Note that a round-trip strategy is defined in terms of the volumes to trade during each trading period
rather than the proportions y. Indeed, in the case where the total volume to trade dT is certain
and equals zero, the only round-trip strategy based on the proportions of dT would be equivalent
to a no trade; hence defining a round-trip strategy in terms of n offers more flexibility. Based on
Definition 2.5 and on the price manipulation definition from Huberman and Stanzl (2004, Definition
1), we define a price manipulation as follows:
Definition 2.6: Price manipulation
A (risk neutral) price manipulation is a round-trip strategy n with a strictly negative expected
cost, i.e.
E [C(n)] < 0. (23)
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Lemma 2.7
If a market is free of price manipulation, then matrix M : =D +
(
ηm
τm
− γ
2
)
1 is positive semi-
definite, where 1 ∈ Rm−1×m−1 is a matrix of 1s, and
D =

η1
τ1
− γ
2
0 . . . 0
0
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
0 . . . 0 ηm−1
τm−1
− γ
2
 . (24)
Proof. To prove Lemma 2.7, we show that if matrix M is not positive semi-definite, then we
can find a price manipulation. Based on Equation (19) we observe that, if the total volume to
be traded dT is known deterministically at the start of the trading period, the only source of
uncertainty comes from the price moves. Hence, the trading cost given an outcome ω ∈ Ω can be
split in two parts: (i) Lin(n ;ω) which grows linearly with n and dependents on the uncertainty
outcome ω, and (ii) a quadratic term in n independent of ω:
C(n ;ω) =
m∑
i=1
[(
τ
1/2
i ξi(ω) + γni
)(
dT −
i∑
k=1
nk
)]
+
m∑
i=1
(
ǫi |ni|+
ηin
2
i
τi
)
=Lin(n ;ω) +
m∑
i=1
(
ηi
τi
−
γ
2
)
n2i . (25)
If we substitute Constraint (3b) where dT = 0 in (25), we obtain
C(n ;ω) =L˜in(n ;ω) +
m−1∑
i=1
(
ηi
τi
−
γ
2
)
n2i +
(
ηm
τm
−
γ
2
)(m−1∑
i=1
−ni
)2
=L˜in(n ;ω) + nT[1:m−1] M n[1:m−1],
where n[1:m−1] is the vector of the first m − 1 components of n, the m-th term of the strategy
being obtained with Constraint (3b), and where L˜in(n ;ω) is the term which grows linearly after
substituting Constraint (3b). If matrix M is not positive semi-definite, there exists a direction
d ∈ Rm−1 along which the quadratic form is concave for every ω ∈ Ω as M is independent
of ω; any normalised eigenvector associated to one of the negative eigenvalues of M is such
a direction. In the following, let λ− be a negative eigenvalue of M and v an associated nor-
malised eigenvector. As a consequence, there exists a κ ∈ R, such that the round-trip strategy
n˜ : =
[
κv1, . . . , κvm−1,−κ
(
1Tv
)]T
is a price manipulation. Indeed, one can find a κ ∈ R, such
that ∀ω ∈ Ω : C(n˜ ;ω) < 0, which implies that n˜ is a price manipulation, i.e. E [C(n˜)] < 0. The
existence of such a κ is justified by the fact that when κ → ∞, and thus when ‖n˜‖ → ∞, the
trading cost is dominated by its quadratic part, i.e. C(n˜ ;ω) ≃ n˜T[1:m−1] M n˜[1:m−1] = κ
2λ− < 0. 
We have previously proved in Theorem 2.3 the strict convexity of Optimisation Problem (16)
under the condition that ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : ηi >
1
2
γτi. However, the strict convexity of Optimisation
Problem (16) is preserved under the less restrictive condition that M ≻ 0, which is the condition
we would obtain after substituting Constraint (3b) in Equation (19). Hence, if M ≻ 0, a trader’s
optimal strategy is uniquely defined, and no trader has interest in impacting the price dynamics
with artificial trades. This implies that the necessary condition M  0 for the absence of price
manipulation, and thus for having a viable market, is tantamount to the convexity of Optimisation
Problem (16).
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2.2.2 Time homogeneity
We have previously mentioned that a trading strategy could be expressed as the proportion yi of the
total demand dT to acquire over the course of each trading period τi. In the next lemma, we show
that the proportions y∗ corresponding to the optimal solution n∗ of Optimisation Problem (3) are
independent of dT , the total volume to trade over the execution period.
Lemma 2.8
If ξ1, . . . , ξm are independent random variables with E(ξi) = 0 and V(ξi) = σ
2
i , if the permanent
and temporary impact functions are given by (5a)-(5b), and if ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : ǫi = ǫ, then
the optimal strategy of Optimisation Problem (3) expressed in terms of the proportions of dT is
independent of dT .
Proof. Based on (2) we have
E [C(n)] =
m∑
k=1
γnk
(
dT −
k∑
i=1
ni
)
+
m∑
k=1
(
ǫ |nk|+
ηkn
2
k
τk
)
=γd2T − γ
m∑
k=1
ykdT
(
k∑
i=1
yidT
)
+
m∑
k=1
(
ǫ |yk| dT +
ηky
2
kd
2
T
τk
)
,
V [C(n)] =
m∑
k=1
τkσ
2
k
(
dT −
k∑
i=1
ni
)2
=
m∑
k=1
τkσ
2
k
(
1−
k∑
i=1
yi
)2
d2T ,
where we have used Constraint (3b). Moreover, it is straightforward that the optimal volumes
n∗ obtained by solving Optimisation Problem (3) are non-negative. Therefore, adding the non-
negativeness constraint of the decision variables n to Optimisation Problem (3) does not alter the
optimal solution. Hence, ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : y∗i ≥ 0 as y
∗ = 1
dT
n∗, which implies that
∑m
k=1 dT ǫ |yk| =
ǫdT . As a consequence, all the terms in the objective function of Optimisation Problem (3)
depending on the decision variables y are multiplied by d2T , which means that dT has no impact
on the optimal solution. 
Lemma 2.8 implies that, even though a trader knows at time ti the past prices moves and forecast
updates, the optimal volume to trade in the next trading period τi+1 is the rescaled optimal proportion
computed at time t0 of the best demand estimate Di, i.e.
ni+1 =
y
∗,t0
i+1∑m
k=i+1 y
∗,t0
k
·Di. (26)
This means that under price and volume uncertainty, the strategy of a trader consisting in deploy-
ing the model of Almgren and Chriss (2001) in conjunction with a systematic recourse whenever a
demand forecast update becomes available is time homogeneous. More precisely, given the optimal
strategy y∗,t0 computed at time t0 that begins at time t0 and ends at time tm, the optimal strategy
computed at a time ti ∈ [t0, tm[ is simply the continuation from time ti to tm of y
∗,t0 , i.e.
y∗,ti =
1∑m
k=i+1 y
∗,t0
k
· y∗,t0[i+1:m]. (27)
Let nrec : = [nrec1 , n
rec
2 , . . . , n
rec
m ] denote the volumes traded if the trading strategy is updated by solving
Optimisation Problem (3) whenever a demand forecast update becomes available.
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Lemma 2.9
If ξ1, . . . , ξm are independent random variables with E(ξi) = 0 and V(ξi) = σ
2
i , if the permanent
and temporary impact functions are given by (5a)-(5b), and if ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : ǫi = ǫ, then
there exists a strategy y† and a redistribution matrix β† such that the trading volumes given by
Equation (11) are equal to nrec.
Proof. Let y∗,t0 > 0 be the optimal solution of Optimisation Problem (3) at time t0. Then, based
on Lemma 2.8, it can be shown that if y† = y∗,t0 and if
β† = [βk,i]k,i=1,...,m =

0, if i ≤ k,
y
∗,t0
i∑m
j=k+1
y
∗,t0
j
, otherwise,
(28)
then the trading volumes given by Equation (11) are equal to nrec. 
Lemma 2.9 implies that the traded volumes nrec that result from solving Optimisation Problem (3)
whenever a demand forecast update becomes available, can be reproduced with the static strategy(
y†,β†
)
in our model.
As a conclusion, the advantage of considering our model is twofold. Firstly, a trader estimates
their cost based on Equation (10), which, in contrast to Equation (2), considers both price and
volume uncertainty. Secondly, a trader partially considers recourse via the redistribution matrix β.
By Lemma 2.9, the strategy obtained with Almgren and Chriss’ model deployed in conjunction
with a systematic recourse whenever a demand forecast update becomes available belongs to the
feasible set of Optimisation Problem (16) if we were to optimise on the set of strategies Y and
the set of redistribution matrices B : =
{
β | βk,i = 0 if i ≤ k, and
∑m
i=k+1 βk,i = 1
}
. Hence, as we will
illustrate in Section 3, if matrix β is wisely chosen, the strategies obtained by solving Optimisation
Problem (16) yield to significantly better performance compared to the ones obtained with the
recursive version of Almgren and Chriss’ model. A sensible choice for the redistribution matrix β
would for instance be the matrix defined by Equation (28) when considering the risk-neutral optimal
strategy of Optimisation Problem (3).
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3 Numerical results
In this section, we analyse the influence of volume uncertainty on the optimal trading plan. We
provide some numerical evidence that, when volume uncertainty is considered, a trader should adapt
their execution program by delaying their trades. To illustrate the results, we apply our model in
two distinct cases. In both cases, it is assumed that the market has a single stock which has a median
daily trading volume V of 5 million shares:
(a) Market liquidity stays stable: this case corresponds to the one given in Almgren and Chriss
(2001), where it is assumed that the market liquidity remains constant over all the trading
periods; we assume that the stock has a bid-ask spread bi of 1/8 for each trading period τi.
(b) Market liquidity dries up: this case corresponds to the situation encountered for instance
by power supplier who must at any time satisfy the power demand of the end consumers. As
the spot market suffers greatly of market frictions, since it has limited liquidity due to the
physical constraints of the power generators, it is of common usage for power suppliers to take
positions on the futures market before delivery time in order to reduce their total costs. Here,
we assume that the closer the trading period τi from delivery time T , the lower the market
liquidity, and thus the higher the values of the temporary impact parameters ǫi and ηi. We
therefore consider that the stock has a bid-ask spread that increases linearly from 1/8 to 2/8
over the course of the execution period.
For both cases, we assume that the price moves are independent and follow a zero mean normal
distribution, i.e. ∀i ∈∈ [1, . . . , m] : ξi ∼ N (0, σ2i ). For the temporary impact, the fixed cost factor ǫi
is assumed to amount to one half of the bid-ask spread for all trading period τi, i.e. ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] :
ǫi = 0.5bi. Additionally, Almgren and Chriss (2001) suggest that a trader incurs a price impact equal
to one bid-ask spread for every percent of the daily volume, i.e. ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : ηi = bi/(0.01 · V ),
which we adopt in our paper as well. As for the permanent price impact, Almgren and Chriss (2001)
assume that the price effects become significant when 10% of the daily volume is traded. In this
application, we suggest that the effect is significant if it corresponds to 16 times the bid-ask spread
of the first trading period, i.e. $2, whereas Almgren and Chriss (2001) consider a price shift equal
to one bid-ask spread as significant. This increase of scale allows us to illustrate more clearly the
contribution of volume uncertainty in the risk adopted by the trader, but it is also not completely
unrealistic for illiquid assets. We therefore set γ = (16/8)/(0.1 · V ). For smaller values of γ, the
impact of volume uncertainty is slightly smaller but, due to the cumulative effect of sequential trades,
even small savings in the trading cost make a large difference over time.
Finally, we assume that for each trading period τi except the last one, the forecast update follows
a zero mean normal distribution, i.e. ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m− 1] : δi ∼ N (0, ν2i ). The residual volumes
to trade due to the forecast updates are redistributed over the future trading periods based on
matrix β defined by Equation (28) when considering the risk-neutral optimal trading strategy y∗,λ=0
of Optimisation Problem (3). In practice, the exact distributions of the price moves and the forecast
updates are unknown and are estimated from historical data. In the following, we denote by ·ˆ any
trader’s estimation of the ground truth parameter. For example, νˆi is the trader estimated value
of νi, the standard deviation of the forecast error of trading period τi. Table 1 summarises the market
details of both cases.
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Table 1: Market Parameters
Liquidation time: T = 5 [day]
Number of time periods: m = 5
Initial stock price: S0 = 50 [$/share]
Daily Volume: V = 5 · 106 [share]
Trading Period Length: ∀i ∈ [1, . . . ,m] : τi = 1 [day]
Initial Demand Forecast: D0 = 10
6 [share]
Price move standard deviation: ∀i ∈ [1, . . . ,m] : σi = 0.95 [($/share)/day1/2]
Bid-ask spread: Case (a): ∀i ∈ [1, . . . ,m] : bi = 1/8 [$/share]
Case (b): ∀i ∈ [1, . . . ,m] : bi = 1/8 ·
(
1 + i−1m−1
)
[$/share]
Fixed cost: ∀i ∈ [1, . . . ,m] : ǫi = 0.5bi [$/share]
Impact at 1% of market: ∀i ∈ [1, . . . ,m] : ηi = bi/(0.01 · V ) [($/share)/(share/day)]
Permanent impact parameter: γ = (16/8)/(0.1 · V ) [$/share2]
Forecast error standard deviation: ∀i ∈ [1, . . . ,m− 1] : νi = 0.05D0 [share]
CVaR parameter: α = 0.3
Redistribution parameters: β = [βk,i]k,i=1,...,m =
0, if i ≤ k,y∗,λ=0i∑m
j=k+1
y
∗,λ=0
j
, otherwise,
3.1 Optimal strategies
3.1.1 Price or volume uncertainty
Figures 1a and 1c depict, for both cases respectively, the optimal strategies obtained with the model
of Almgren and Chriss (2001), i.e. price uncertainty only, when risk is evaluated with the CVaR
measure. As expected, in both cases, the optimal strategies obtained are similar to the ones obtained
when the variance is used to measure the risk incurred (Almgren and Chriss, 2001). However, when
the market liquidity dries out like in Case (b), the trades shift even more towards the first trading
periods as they are more liquid and suffer less from market frictions.
We investigate now how the optimal trading strategies evolve when the uncertainty solely stems
from the total volume to be traded. It is thus assumed that the price dynamics is only impacted by
the permanent impact of the trades and not by a random walk, i.e. σˆi = 0 for all trading period τi.
Figures 1b and 1d depict, for both cases respectively, the optimal trading strategies for different
risk tolerances under the framework proposed in Section 2 which accounts for the total volume
uncertainty. We still observe that a risk-averse trader gives more weight to the first trading periods
than to the last ones, but the trades are delayed in comparison with the price uncertainty case
(Figures 1a and 1c). The greater the trader’s risk-aversion, the greater the part of the total volume
traded in the early periods. This behaviour is justified by noticing the following facts: (i) a trader’s
trading cost is dominated by the sum of the squares of the volumes traded in each period, and
(ii) the worst case scenarios are mainly those where the forecasts underestimate the total demand.
Hence, under the CVaR framework which focuses on minimising the trading cost of the worst case
scenarios, a trader should anticipate the increase of the total volume to be traded by trading more
in the first periods. This enables the effective volumes traded during each of the trading periods to
have the same order of magnitude. Indeed, the volume to trade during trading period τi, i.e. yiD0+∑i−1
k=1 δk
(
yi + βk,i
∑k
r=1 yr
)
, is partly composed of the past forecast updates, which, in the worst
situations, are most likely to be positive and lead to an effective traded volume greater than the one
initially planned, i.e. yiD0. In the same manner as considering only price uncertainty, exclusively
including volume uncertainty leads to front loading trades.
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Figure 1: Figures 1a and 1c: Optimal trading strategies given by Model (16) under price
uncertainty only, i.e. ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : σˆi = σi and ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m− 1] : νˆi = 0. Fig-
ures 1b and 1d: Optimal trading strategies given by Model (16) under volume uncertainty only,
i.e. ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : σˆi = 0 and ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m− 1] : νˆi = νi. For all graphs the remaining market
parameters are listed in Table 1.
3.1.2 Price and volume uncertainty
In this complete framework, a trader is sensitive to both (i) the price volatility, and (ii) the uncertainty
on the total number of contracts to trade. Figures 2a and 2c depict, for both cases respectively, the
optimal trading strategies when both sources of uncertainty are taken into account. These strategies
vary from those in the case where only price uncertainty is considered; the difference between the
two situations is represented for both cases respectively in Figures 2b and 2d. We observe that, when
volume uncertainty is considered, a trader should mitigate their traded volume of the first trading
period and spread it over the next periods.
The impact of considering volume uncertainty on the optimal strategies is consistent with intu-
ition: if the volume to trade is uncertain, waiting to receive a more precise estimate of this volume
is advantageous in terms of risk reduction. Moreover, we observe in Figures 2b and 2d that when
volume uncertainty is considered, the more risk-averse the trader, the bigger the impact on their
optimal strategy.
Figures 2b and 2d also illustrate, for both cases respectively, that the change in the execution
strategy, when volume uncertainty is included, is non-monotonic due to two different subsets of
extreme events: those in which volume forecasts are increased in late trading periods, and those
where volume forecasts are downsized. As discussed earlier, the first situation requires carrying out
enough early trades to avoid having to upsize the traded volume in the latest stages to a level that
is strongly affected by liquidity constraints. The second situation makes it necessary to avoid over-
trading in the early trading periods and having to trade out of these positions later. The two effects
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Figure 2: Figures 2a and 2c: Optimal trading strategies given by Model (16) under price and
volume uncertainty. Figures 2b and 2d: Difference of the optimal trading strategies under price and
volume uncertainty with the optimal strategies under price uncertainty only, i.e. the difference of
the strategies represented in Figures 2a and 2c respectively with the ones represented in Figures 1a
and 1c. The graph illustrates how the optimal strategies under price uncertainty only should be
adjusted to take into account volume uncertainty as well. For all graphs the market parameters are
listed in Table 1.
tend to counterbalance each other, with the result of reallocating some of the early trades to the
middle section of the trading period. This effect is picked up due to the incorporation of recourse
estimates and the use of the CVaR measure that focuses on extreme events.
3.2 Model performance
In this section we analyse the performance of the models presented in Section 2 for Case (a); Case (b)
having similar observations. Table 2 reports the performances of Model (16) in two distinct cases.
The first case corresponds to a trader that wrongly assumes that the total volume to be traded is
fixed and will not change along the course of the execution of their strategy (see Table 2a). As a
consequence, the optimal strategies obtained correspond to the ones obtained if the trader considers
that uncertainty is exclusively due to the price dynamics (see Figure 1a). The second case corresponds
to the situation where the trader estimates correctly the variability of the demand forecasts and
takes it into account to define their trading strategy (see Table 2b and Figure 2a). Figure 3 depicts
how the probability density functions of the trading cost are impacted when the exact probability
distributions of the forecast updates are known by the trader compared to the situation where the
trader wrongly assumes zero volume variability. The more risk-averse a trader, the more pronounced
the difference between the densities. Table 2 and Figure 3 clearly illustrate the benefit of including
volume uncertainty in the model of Almgren and Chriss (2001) under the mean-CVaR framework.
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Firstly, a trader assessing correctly the volume uncertainty achieves a significantly better mean-CVaR
trade-off. Secondly, we observe that, when both sources of uncertainty are considered, the more risk-
averse the trader, the lower the CVaR of the optimal trading strategy. This is not observed when
only price uncertainty is considered.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the probability density functions of the trading cost when the uncertainty
due to the total volume to be traded is taken into account in Model (16). The blue lines correspond to
the probability density functions of the trading cost of the optimal strategies obtained when the trader
is unaware of (or chooses to ignore) the uncertainty of the total demand, i.e. the trader considers
the following market parameters: ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : σˆi = σi and ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m− 1] : νˆi = 0. The red
lines correspond to the probability density functions of the trading cost incurred when both sources
of uncertainty are taken into account and perfectly known, i.e. the trader considers the following
market parameters: ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m] : σˆi = σi and ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , m − 1] : νˆi = νi. Table 2 gives the
expectation, variance, and CVaR values of the optimal trading cost for the different risk-aversions.
One million random paths were generated to simulate these empirical distributions.
3.3 Frameworks comparison
From Table 2 and Figure 3, we note that a trader assessing correctly the volume uncertainty achieves
better mean-CVaR trade-offs at the expense of higher trading cost variance. As mentioned previously,
Almgren and Chriss’ model under the mean-variance framework is in practice not directly applicable
under price and volume uncertainty due to the constraint of Optimisation Problem (3). We have
seen that this framework can however be used in conjunction with a systematic recourse at every
trading period. Table 3 reports the performance of Almgren and Chriss’ model with recourse under
the mean-variance framework in the case of a market described by the parameters listed in Table 1.
As predicted, the greater the risk-aversion, the greater the expectation and the smaller the variance
of the trading cost.
In this section we would like to compare the performance obtained under the framework described
above with the model we define in (16) which considers both price and volume uncertainty. To
be fully comparable, we should also allow recourse in our model, however we will see that a static
strategy already gives better results compared to the recursive version of Almgren and Chriss’ model.
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Table 2: Performance of the optimal strategies obtained by solving Optimisation Problem (16) for
different risk-aversion parameter values λCVaR0.3 . Tables 2a and 2b report the expectation, the Con-
ditional Value-at-Risk ( CVaR0.3), and the variance of the trading costs evaluated with Equation (10)
of the optimal strategies given that the trader considers (i) that the only source of uncertainty comes
from the price dynamics (Table 2a), and (ii) that the uncertainty arises from both the price dynamics
and the total volume to be traded (Table 2b). In both situations, the market parameters are listed
in Table 1.
(a) Performance of the strategies depicted in Figure 1a.
λCVaR0.3 [1] Expectation [$] CVaR0.3 [$] Variance [$
2] E+ λCVaR0.3 · CVaR0.3 [$]
0.0 2.185e6 3.545e6 1.327e12 2.185e6
0.1 2.196e6 3.330e6 9.100e11 2.529e6
0.4 2.267e6 3.078e6 4.515e11 3.498e6
1.0 2.375e6 2.993e6 2.631e11 5.368e6
10.0 2.549e6 3.050e6 1.898e11 3.305e7
(b) Performance of the strategies depicted in Figure 2a.
λCVaR0.3 [1] Expectation [$] CVaR0.3 [$] Variance [$
2] E+ λCVaR0.3 · CVaR0.3 [$]
0.0 2.185e6 3.532e6 1.299e12 2.185e6
0.1 2.193e6 3.349e6 9.460e11 2.528e6
0.4 2.241e6 3.131e6 5.483e11 3.494e6
1.0 2.301e6 3.033e6 3.664e11 5.335e6
10.0 2.389e6 2.990e6 2.517e11 3.229e7
Since the objective functions of these two models differ, it is not straightforward to compare the
models performance. However, the optimal strategy converges when the risk-aversion increases, and
comparing the last line of Table 2a with the fourth line of Table 3, both of which refer to the situation
in which the trader only considers price uncertainty, we see that the parameter values λCVaR0.3 = 10
and λVariance = 10
−5 produce very similar values of mean, CVaR and variance of the trading costs.
With these two risk-aversion parameter values, the models are thus comparable. The last line of
Table 2b which uses the same value of λCVaR0.3 illustrates the benefit of factoring in the trade volume
uncertainty: the expectation of trading costs is significantly reduced while the CVaR risk remains
constant. The standard deviation of trading costs slightly increases from 4.357e5 to 5.017e5, but
this is irrelevant. Indeed, Figure 4, which depicts the probability densities of the trading costs for
both models, shows empirically that the random variable TCmean-variance of trading costs that results
from applying the Almgren and Chriss’ model with full recourse every time an updated forecast of
the total trade volume dT becomes available is first order stochastically dominant over the random
variable TCmean-CVaR of trading costs resulting from Model (16):
TCmean-CVaR
SD1
≤ TCmean-variance. (29)
As a matter of fact, we observe from the lower graph of Figure 4 that
FTCmean-variance(x) ≤ FTCmean-CVaR(x), (30)
for all x, where FA is the cumulative distribution function of random variable A. As a conse-
quence, in this situation, even though the variance is lower for the optimal strategy given by
Almgren and Chriss’ model, a reasonable trader that is driven by profit should always adopt the
optimal strategy proposed by Model (16). Indeed, the increased variance is due to increased down-
ward risk, which is beneficial.
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Note that Model (16) is a static model whose performance could be further improved by taking
recourse, but even without this feature it yields lower transaction costs. We thus conclude that the
advantages of Model (16) outweigh those of a classical approach even when combined with an outer
iteration of recourse actions.
Table 3: Performance of Almgren and Chriss’ model with recourse. The table reports the ex-
pectation, Conditional Value-at-Risk ( CVaR0.3), and variance of the trading costs evaluated with
Equation (10) when adopting the optimal strategy corresponding to the risk-aversion λVariance.
λVariance [1/$] Expectation [$] CVaR0.3 [$] Variance [$
2]
0.0 2.186e6 3.531e6 1.295e12
10−7 2.206e6 3.259e6 7.797e11
10−6 2.367e6 2.995e6 2.705e11
10−5 2.547e6 3.052e6 1.878e11
10−4 2.592e6 3.085e6 1.834e11
4 Comments
Under the parameter settings of Figures 2a and 2c, the residual volumes to be traded due to the
forecast updates are redistributed over the future trading periods based on Almgren and Chriss’ risk-
neutral optimal trading strategy y∗,λ=0. However, the optimal strategies obtained via Model (16)
depend on this fixed redistribution rule, i.e. on the matrix β. Hence, better strategies could be
obtained if, combined with the trading strategy, the redistribution coefficients were also optimised.
Although we do not deal with this topic in the present work, we believe it makes for interesting future
research; numerical simulations we carried out suggest that the transaction cost variable TCmean-CVaR
depends only mildly on the choice of β.
In this paper, we have also assumed that the random variables representing the forecast updates
were identically distributed. In practice this assumption is often not verified. For instance, on the
power market, the standard deviation of the forecasts updates regarding the time horizon is not
constant and follows a “∩” profile. Indeed, for large time horizons, forecasts updates are relatively
small since they are mainly based on the seasonal trend. At shorter time scales, i.e. for time horizons
going from a couple of weeks to several hours ahead of the delivery time, the forecast updates are
more significant since weather forecasts are available and steadily become more precise. Finally,
the last forecast updates represent slight adjustments to ensure the market clearing constraint. In
mutual funds however, the standard deviation of the total demand forecasts updates follows instead
a “∪” profile. Further investigation is thus needed to analyse the impact of the forecasts uncertainty
profile on the performance of our approach in regards to the model of Almgren and Chriss (2001). As
mentioned in Feng et al. (2012), the variance is a symmetric measure of risk that penalises advanta-
geous trading cost realisations as much as adverse ones. By contrast, the CVaR measure exclusively
focuses on the tail of the adverse realisations. Hence, we believe that the performance gain obtained
by assessing risk with the CVaR measure, would be even greater in the case of non symmetric trading
cost distributions; a result obtained by Feng et al. (2012) in the sole presence of price uncertainty.
Since the optimal redistribution coefficients depend on the profile of the standard deviation of the
forecasts updates, the two points raised above should be jointly addressed in further investigation.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the probability density functions and cumulative distribution func-
tions of the trading cost of a risk-averse trader in Almgren and Chriss’ model with recourse and
in Model (16) in a market subjected to price and volume uncertainty. The blue lines correspond
to Almgren and Chriss’ model with recourse with λVariance = 10
−5. The red lines correspond to
Model (16) with λCVaR0.3 = 10. Tables 2 and 3 give their expectation, variance and CVaR values.
One million random paths were generated to simulate these empirical distributions.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper we considered the optimal trade execution problem in a setting where price uncertainty
grows in time, but, unlike what is assumed in the existing literature, the required trade volume is also
uncertain and becomes only known at the end of the trading period. We assume that increasingly
more accurate forecasts on the required trade volume are available, so that the volume uncertainty
decreases in time. The model presented in this paper is designed to manage both uncertainties via risk
terms, so as to be pre-computable and avoid the combinatorial explosion of dynamic programming
approaches. We have demonstrated that the model has desirable convexity properties, guaranteeing
the existence and uniqueness of an optimal solution. We show that it produces significantly lower
transaction costs in comparison to classical trade execution approaches, even if the latter allow for
recourse whenever a new forecast becomes available.
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